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Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW discussion about #TheTale starts in less than an hour! Join us for a conversation with @TheTaleMovie. #social

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBSSW: Join us tonight! THE TALE Movie Discussion (HBO) – #MacroSW Chat 5/24 at 9pm EST MT @OfficialMacroSW: https://t.co/oaAg33jZtC

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
5 minutes until #Macrosw chat on THE TALE https://t.co/ZgxKHEf0ml

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @newsocialworker: 5 minutes until #Macrosw chat on THE TALE https://t.co/ZgxKHEf0ml

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse the extra tweets as we join the #MacroSW chat. This week we discuss the HBO movie, The Tale, a powerful story of a woman her memory of a prepubescent sexual experience with two coaches. @OfficialMacroSW @nasw @HBO @TheTaleMovie #Memory #Trauma https://t.co/k65rhk9JDg

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB #MacroSW

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
Can't wait for the #MacroSW chat, starting now! Follow the hashtag for more! https://t.co/Jx95AywWYq

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awxc7xPFuu #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ for that too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome to #MacroSW chat!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @TheTaleMovie: Can't wait for the #MacroSW chat, starting now! Follow the hashtag for more! https://t.co/Jx95AywWYq
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @TheTaleMovie: Can’t wait for the #MacroSW chat, starting now! Follow the hashtag for more! https://t.co/Jx95AywWYq

Emilio Santacruz @EmilioDS19
Hello everyone! I am Emilio Santacruz MSW student at UCLA. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C @karenzgoda

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xPFuu #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/HLKn9HIXq

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Let’s start w/ introductions. I’m Karen Zgoda, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/HLKn9HIXq

Christina @ChristinaFLMSW
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello, Pat Shelly here for Univ. at Buffalo School of Social Work. Glad we’re discussing this important movie~ #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @EmilioDS19: Hello everyone! I am Emilio Santacruz MSW student at UCLA. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C @karenzgoda

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheTaleMovie: Can’t wait for the #MacroSW chat, starting now! Follow the hashtag for more! https://t.co/Jx95AywWYq

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EmilioDS19: Hello everyone! I am Emilio Santacruz MSW student at UCLA. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C @karenzgoda

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@EmilioDS19 @karenzgoda Hi, Emilio! #macroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hello everyone #macrosW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Hello, Pat Shelly here for Univ. at Buffalo School of Social Work. Glad we’re discussing this important movie~ #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
#MacroSW I'm Linda Grobman- publisher/editor of The New Social Worker magazine

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@porndaughter Hello, Kristin~ #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@EmilioDS19 Welcome to #MacroSW!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@newsocialworker And the #MacroSW chat media partner!! @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Hello everyone #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW I'm Linda Grobman- publisher/editor of The New Social Worker magazine

NASW @nasw
Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social work community. Look forward to an interesting chat #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Popping in to say hello & looking forward to the discussion. #MacroSW https://t.co/Nvmls02ZG2

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@newsocialworker Great to see you tonight Linda! #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
#macrosW @SunyaFolayan here. Chat partner in creative and intentional macro practice. All eyes and ears in NC. Hello, everyone!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Popping in to say hello & looking forward to the discussion. #MacroSW https://t.co/Nvmls02ZG2

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@VilissaThompson Good evening, Vilissa - #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @newsocialworker And the #MacroSW chat media partner!! @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social wo

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @nasw: Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social wo

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nasw Great to see you tonight! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Hi @porndaughter! Hope all is well! #MacroSW https://t.co/8Kjsswukui

Jenny Eikenberry @JennyICanBury
RT @nasw: Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social wo
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SunyaFolayan Hello, partner/Sunya! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: macrosw @SunyaFolayan here. Chat partner in creative and intentional macro practice. All eyes and ears in NC. Hello, eve...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social w...

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@karenzgoda Thanks @karenzgoda macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@MarshAlesia @SimmonsMSW Welcome back to #MacroSW Christina!

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
#Macrosw good to be with you

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
@UBSSW Hey Pat! #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Joining the #MacroSW chat & interested in this discussion that is a big part of my work with kids in schools

NASW @nasw
Hi @SaraKay1710! #MacroSW https://t.co/uBKiQuYhKm

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Good to see you here @SaraKay1710 macrosw https://t.co/4IMJh2fqL3

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
#MacroSW good to be with you, sarakay smullens

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat question answers. Be sure t include #MacroSW in your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/OwW3HmYUm

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: Joining the #MacroSW chat & interested in this discussion that is a big part of my work with kids in schools

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaraKay1710: #Macrosw good to be with you

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SaraKay1710 Welcome to #MacroSW SaraKay!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SaraKay1710 Good to have you here- great article in @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/r78QWBMm3u @OfficialMacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: Joining the #MacroSW chat & interested in this discussion that is a big part of my work with kids in schools

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW chats follow a Q & A format to make the conversation easier to follow. Please use A1, A2, etc. in chat questions.

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Some movies act as a tool to raise awareness about critical issues. HBO’s, #TheTale, is a powerful film that shows how...

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @UBSSW: @SaraKay1710 Good to have you here - great article in @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/r78QWBm3u @OfficialMacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
While trigger warnings may be controversial, we are operating from a trauma-informed base, so we inform #MacroSW chat participants that we are discussing sexual assault and child abuse and exploitation tonight.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @SaraKay1710 Good to have you here - great article in @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/r78QWBm3u @OfficialMacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Some movies act as a tool to raise awareness about critical issues. HBO’s, #TheTale, is a powerful film that shows how...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @UBSSW: @SaraKay1710 Good to have you here - great article in @newsocialworker #MacroSW https://t.co/r78QWBm3u @OfficialMacroSW

NASW @nasw
Yes it was a great article. We were glad to share that on our social media #SaraKay1710 #MacroSW https://t.co/UK0J8reJV8

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: While trigger warnings may be controversial, we are operating from a trauma-informed base, so we inform #MacroSW chat participants that we are discussing sexual assault and child abuse and exploitation tonight.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
This week’s chat discusses @TheTaleMovie, a film that explores sexual exploitation and premieres on @HBO on May 26 at 10pm EST: https://t.co/jJ67wwOmlr #MacroSW https://t.co/UixP8tXVWz

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Yes it was a great article. We were glad to share that on our social media #SaraKay1710 #MacroSW https://t.co/UK0J8reJV8

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: This week’s chat discusses @TheTaleMovie, a film that explores sexual exploitation and premieres on @HBO on May 26 at 10pm...

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @karenzgoda: This week’s chat discusses @TheTaleMovie, a film that explores sexual exploitation and premieres on @HBO on May 26 at 10pm...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Yes it was a great article. We were glad to share that on our social media #SaraKay1710 #MacroSW https://t.co/UK0J8reJV8
Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @karenzgoda: While trigger warnings may be controversial, we are operating from a trauma-informed base, so we inform #MacroSW chat parti…

Karen ♠ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Here is @TheTaleMovie trailer: https://t.co/dJl2Plmxk #MacroSW #TheTale

The Heart Broke @TheHeartBroke
RT @TheHeartBroke: Can’t wait for the #MacroSW chat, starting now! Follow the hashtag for more! https://t.co/Jx95AywWYq

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Here is @TheTaleMovie trailer: https://t.co/dJl2Plmxk #MacroSW #TheTale

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
It's been awhile! Going to try and stay awake for at least 15 minutes 😴 #MacroSW

Karen ♠ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Here is @TheTaleMovie trailer: https://t.co/dJl2Plmxk #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Here is @TheTaleMovie trailer: https://t.co/dJl2Plmxk #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Here is @TheTaleMovie trailer: https://t.co/dJl2Plmxk #MacroSW #TheTale

Karen ♠ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Welcome back to #MacroSW Mark! We've missed you!

NASW @nasw
Thanks for letting the audience know @karenzgoda #MacroSW! https://t.co/KKtQ7f30FD

Karen ♠ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Sign up for free #TheTale discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO via @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW

Karen ♠ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Thanks for letting the audience know @karenzgoda #MacroSW! https://t.co/KKtQ7f30FD

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Thanks for letting the audience know @karenzgoda #MacroSW! https://t.co/KKtQ7f30FD

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Sign up for free #TheTale discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO via @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nasw #MacroSW https://t.co/hagjtUendO

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Sign up for free #TheTale discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO via @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
Thanks Karen! I’ve missed #MacroSW it’s great to be back for this topic. Our recently NAWS spring state conference was very trauma focused year. https://t.co/5ldbRmH017

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Sign up for free #TheTale discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO via @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our guest speakers are: @TheTaleMovie, please follow them for updates! #MacroSW

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What’s wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how I...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: Thanks Karen! I've missed #MacroSW it's great to be back for this topic. Our recently NAWS spring state conference was...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Our guest speakers are: @TheTaleMovie, please follow them for updates! #MacroSW

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @karenzgoda: Sign up for free #TheTale discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO via @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
#macrosw https://t.co/4nU3BOC0vw

NASW @nasw
Love the GIF @karenzgoda! We gotta use that some day (smile) #MacroSW https://t.co/JaB4szzQM9

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
@nasw #MacroSW thanks so much. and thank you, Linda

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: #macrosw https://t.co/4nU3BOC0vw

NASW @nasw
She rocks! @SaraKay also introduced @nasw to the film, brought NASW staff in to an early screening of this powerful film and to get our feed and will be on the panel discussing The Tale at the 2018 NASW National Conference #nasw2018 #MacroSW https://t.co/CnpJRENOLb

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
#MacroSW thanks so much
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I promise - no movie spoilers! #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.coTvnpfqRacp

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
Been awhile for me too! I always teach on Thurs nights so happy to be able to participate tonight #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: She rocks! @SaraKay also introduced @nasw to the film, brought NASW staff in to an early screening of this powerful film and to

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q1: In #TheTale, Jennifer realizes the complexity of memory and trauma. What is the best way to support survivors through this process? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @CaseyBohrman: Been awhile for me too! I always teach on Thurs nights so happy to be able to participate tonight #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: I promise - no movie spoilers! #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.coTvnpfqRacp

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@CaseyBohrman Welcome back to #MacroSW!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@CaseyBohrman Glad you're free tonight! Oh those pesky classes... #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: In #TheTale, Jennifer realizes the complexity of memory and trauma. What is the best way to support survivors through:

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: Thanks Karen! I've missed #MacroSW it's great to be back for this topic. Our recently NAWS spring state conference was...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: #macrosw https://t.co/4nU3BOC0vw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: She rocks! @SaraKay also introduced @nasw to the film, brought NASW staff in to an early screening of this powerful film and to

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1 To support survivors who are confronting abuse memory, offer 1. Belief, and respect for her/his/their experience and process. 2. Patience, calm; a nonjudgmental ear 3. To check in - "you're not alone" https://t.co/dW3eXYAmpQ #macroSW #TheTaleMovie @nasw @HBO @OfficialMacro

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/pgbOF7Vmuo

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/pgbOF7Vmuo

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
WV NASW chapter held its conference recently where the keynote speaker discussed trauma and resilience. One of the things that really cau
attention was her use of a Tupac poem and her reflection. Below is the poem and part of the dialogue and questions she asked. #macroSW
https://t.co/xJHsa7p5X3

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Questions & Answers about Memories of Childhood Abuse via @APA https://t.co/uLZa1Y12qR #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@karenzgoda #macrosw Out of the shadows. https://t.co/VOeNAECJUm

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: nonjudgmental listening and support #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: WV NASW chapter held its conference recently where the keynote speaker discussed trauma and resilience. One o thin...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A1 To support survivors who are confronting abuse memory, offer 1. Belief, and respect for her/his/their experience and proces:

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Questions & Answers about Memories of Childhood Abuse via @APA https://t.co/uLZa1Y12qR #MacroSW #TheTale

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: WV NASW chapter held its conference recently where the keynote speaker discussed trauma and resilience. One o thin...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: nonjudgmental listening and support #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @karenzgoda #macrosw Out of the shadows. https://t.co/VOeNAECJUm

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
@nasw @sarakay #MacroSW Linda published my work on sexual abuse of children when few would. so grateful

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaraKay1710: @nasw @sarakay #MacroSW Linda published my work on sexual abuse of children when few would. so grateful

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
A1) it's important to offer validation. It's also important to understand that you don't have to try and say "the right thing." Allowing them to speal lead helps nurtures their own voice and courage moving forward. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @SaraKay1710: @nasw @sarakay #MacroSW Linda published my work on sexual abuse of children when few would. so grateful

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Am I Repressing Memories Of Sexual Abuse? 7 Things To Know Before You Freak Out https://t.co/nUeaQrIRvN #MacroSW #TheTale

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
A1: active listening, empathy #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Am I Repressing Memories Of Sexual Abuse? 7 Things To Know Before You Freak Out https://t.co/nUeaQrIRvN #MacroSW #TheTale

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Conversations on sexual abuse really need to take place! Without dialogue and sharing information, it will remain in the closet and hurt people #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/YAdgCmCyYl

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A1) it's important to offer validation. It's also important to understand that you don't have to try and say "the right...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @UBSSW: A1 To support survivors who are confronting abuse memory, offer 1.Belief, and respect for her/his/their experience and proces:

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: A1: active listening, empathy #MacroSW

Alanna Baker, MSSW @Alanna_Baker216
I just finished my MSSW from @KentSSW and I can proudly say I am officially a social worker! I love how the @NASW specifically the @NASWVA chapter makes me feel like family. Social workers are going to change the world! #BeTheChange #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A1) it's important to offer validation. It's also important to understand that you don't have to try and say "the right...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: A1: active listening, empathy #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2 coming in less than 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Conversations on sexual abuse really need to take place! Without dialogue and sharing information, it will remain in the cl...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Alanna_Baker216: I just finished my MSSW from @KentSSW and I can proudly say I am officially a social worker! I love how the @NAS spec...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/Y0JqAzXDvM

NASW @nasw
A1 If your child comes to you saying they were abused sexually don't ignore what they are saying. Believe them! https://t.co/g93pnYCUCe #MacroSW
Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
I just so happen to see you guys come up in my tweet stream...this sounds interesting! #macrosw https://t.co/yG57PPoKT3

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Alanna_Baker216: I just finished my MSSW from @KentSSW and I can proudly say I am officially a social worker! I love how the @NAS spec...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@Alanna_Baker216 @KentSSW @nasw @NASWVA CONGRATS!!! #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2: Grooming and manipulation are often key for abusers, as shown in the @TheTaleMovie. What signs are out there of this behavior? #MacroSW #TheTale

NASW @nasw
A1 Make a connection with them, help survivors feel safe, be calm, kind and compassionate #MacroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: I just so happen to see you guys come up in my tweet stream...this sounds interesting! #macrosw https://t.co/yG57PPoKT3

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @UBSSW: A1 To support survivors who are confronting abuse memory, offer 1. Belief, and respect for her/his/their experience and process...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A1 If your child comes to you saying they were abused sexually don't ignore what they are saying. Believe them! https://t.co/g93p...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
@swhelpercom Welcome back to #MacroSW tonight!

Jay E. Korman @twodogsing
RT @Alanna_Baker216: I just finished my MSSW from @KentSSW and I can proudly say I am officially a social worker! I love how the @NAS spec...

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
@porndaughter #MacroSW yes, and go slowly

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A1 Make a connection with them, help survivors feel safe, be calm, kind and compassionate #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Here are more tips to support survivors of sexual abuse https://t.co/mY7aEmigVh from NASW's Help Starts Here website #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A1 If your child comes to you saying they were abused sexually don't ignore what they are saying. Believe them! https://t.co/g93p...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: I just so happen to see you guys come up in my tweet stream...this sounds interesting! #macrosw https://t.co/yG57PPoKT3

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Grooming and manipulation are often key for abusers, as shown in the @TheTaleMovie. What signs are out there of it...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Child Sexual Abuse: 6 Stages of Grooming https://t.co/2KKtdpDAs0 #MacroSW #TheTale

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: Grooming and manipulation are often key for abusers, as shown in the @TheTaleMovie. What signs are out there of...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Welcome back to #MacroSW tonight!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: Here are more tips to support survivors of sexual abuse https://t.co/mY7aEmigVh from NASW's Help Starts Here website ##MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Child Sexual Abuse: 6 Stages of Grooming https://t.co/2KKtdpDAs0 #MacroSW #TheTale

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @nasw: Here are more tips to support survivors of sexual abuse https://t.co/mY7aEmigVh from NASW's Help Starts Here website #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
@OfficialMacroSW - Joining #MacroSW chat mid stream this evening...discussion about #TheTaleMovie. #socialwork #mentalhealth

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Stages of Sexual Grooming: Recognizing Potentially Predatory Behaviors of Child Molesters https://t.co/MUd0DqdSgk #MacroSW #TheTale

WendyG @WendyJoGraham
RT @karenzgoda: Child Sexual Abuse: 6 Stages of Grooming https://t.co/2KKtdpDAs0 #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 Groomer: will single out the child as a "special" person; present the only one who can truly understand the child; emphasize secrecy about relationship; spend more and more time together alone; gradually increase physicality #macroSW https://t.co/HrpKBLvfGX

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie A2: manipulation: threatening to hurt others in the family if the person being groomed doesn't stay #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Stages of Sexual Grooming: Recognizing Potentially Predatory Behaviors of Child Molesters https://t.co/MUd0DqdSgk #MacroSW...

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
RT @nasw: Here are more tips to support survivors of sexual abuse https://t.co/mY7aEmigVh from NASW's Help Starts Here website #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie A2: manipulation: threatening to hurt others in the family if the person being groomed does st...

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
Stephen here...joining the chat late but I'm here! #macroSW
NASW @nasw
A2 Abusers often focus on children who are emotionally vulnerable and gain trust by giving gifts and showing attention #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Understanding Sexual Grooming in Child Abuse Cases I Center on Children and the Law https://t.co/pFHdYXDEEu #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A2 Abusers often focus on children who are emotionally vulnerable and gain trust by giving gifts and showing attention #MacroSW

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie A2: manipulation: threatening to hurt others in the family if the person being groomed does st...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/KYCZAVnI9M

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@spcummings Hi, Stephen! Great to see you! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@spcummings Hi, Stephen - another #MacroSW partner heard from!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Understanding Sexual Grooming in Child Abuse Cases I Center on Children and the Law https://t.co/pFHdYXDEEu #MacroSW #TheTa...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: Stephen here...joining the chat late but I'm here! #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A2 Abusers often focus on children who are emotionally vulnerable and gain trust by giving gifts and showing attention #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @spcummings: @karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie A2: manipulation: threatening to hurt others in the family if the person being groomed does st...

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom #macrosw

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
@newsocialworker @nasw @UBSSW #MacroSW working with Greg, Bekki, and the NASW team a gift!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom #macrosw

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
@karenzgoda A2: In #TheTale, you can see the evolution in the story of how Bill so clearly took advantage of Jenny and made her trust and a him. That's very much intentional and part of the strategy that perpetrators use. #MacroSW
So this week US gymnastics was exposed in covering up Larry Nassar, Harvey Weinstein is going to jail and Morgan Freeman is trending now sexual harassment allegation. Maybe we are at a point to do better to confront sexual abuse #macrosw

RT @SaraKay1710: @newsocialworker @nsw @UBSSW MacroSW working with Greg, Bekki, and the NASW team a gift!

RT @TheTaleMovie: @karenzgoda A2: In #TheTale, you can see the evolution in the story of how Bill so clearly took advantage of Jenny and

A2 We recommend you read this @nsw Help Starts Here article on pedophilia by Michael Ian Rothenberg, PhD, LCSW for more on this issue https://t.co/FCC9Nnqj5S #MacroSW

RT @porndaughter: So this week US gymnastics was exposed in covering up Larry Nassar, Harvey Weinstein is going to jail and Morgan Freeman...

RT @UBSSW: A2 Groomer: will single out the child as a "special" person; present the only one who can truly understand the child; emphasize

RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW Joining #MacroSW chat mid stream this evening...discussion about #TheTaleMovie. #socialwork #menta

@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW Welcome back to #MacroSW Ann!!

RT @nsw: A2 We recommend you read this @nsw Help Starts Here article on pedophilia by Michael Ian Rothenberg, PhD, LCSW for more this...

RT @karenzgoda: A2 Groomer: will single out the child as a "special" person; present the only one who can truly understand the child; emphasize

RT @annwilder: @OfficialMacroSW Joining #MacroSW chat mid stream this evening...discussion about #TheTaleMovie. #socialwork #menta

@annwilder @OfficialMacroSW Welcome back to #MacroSW Ann!!

A2: Not sure if you have heard of the children’s movie Show Dogs. Many parents are concerned about subtle elements of grooming in the film #macrosw https://t.co/H32T6RPzde

@newsocialworker Thanks, Linda! #macroSW

RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Not sure if you have heard of the children’s movie Show Dogs. Many parents are concerned about subtle elements of grooming in the film #macrosw https://t.co/H32T6RPzde

RT @swhelpercom: A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom macrosw

RT @karenzgoda: A2: In #TheTale, you can see the evolution in the story of how Bill so clearly took advantage of Jenny and
Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: So this week US gymnastics was exposed in covering up Larry Nassar, Harvey Weinstein is going to jail and Morgan Freeman…

Chabeli Nadal @ChabeliNadal
RT @nasw: Here are more tips to support survivors of sexual abuse https://t.co/mY7aEmigVh from NASW's Help Starts Here website #MacroSW

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @swhelpercom: A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom #macrosw

Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
@porndaughter #MeToo #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/kKSuhxMGgV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@MarshAlesia https://t.co/Xg29BT4d9h #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @porndaughter #MeToo #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/kKSuhxMGgV

Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom #macrosw

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: @porndaughter #MeToo #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/kKSuhxMGgV

Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheTaleMovie: @karenzgoda A2: In #TheTale, you can see the evolution in the story of how Bill so clearly took advantage of Jenny and

SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710
@karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW Q2 withdrawal from family life with siblings and friends

Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
Excellent resource! #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/r1g7Ay9EVA

Jay E. Korman @twodogsing
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Not sure if you have heard of the children’s movie Show Dogs. Many parents are concerned about subtle elements of

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SaraKay1710: @karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW Q2 withdrawal from family life with siblings and friends

NASW @nasw
NASW Public Relations Manager Greg Wright said the same thing after watching the film! #MacroSW https://t.co/P3lB8saYre

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: NASW Public Relations Manager Greg Wright said the same thing after watching the film! #MacroSW https://t.co/P3lB8saYre

Karen ● Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3: .@TheTaleMovie is a powerful film that shows how a survivor processes child sexual abuse, later in life. How can we empower survivors through this journey? #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @TheTaleMovie is a powerful film that shows how a survivor processes child sexual abuse, later in life. How can we e

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Will get to notifications ASAP! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Thanks @karenzgoda! #MacroSW https://t.co/783gt9te7r

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
https://t.co/RlxwL3bGrh #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings
@MarshAlesia #macrosw A good summary on that here: Critics Accuse a Movie of Grooming Kids for Sexual Abuse. They Have a Point. - Slate https://apple.news/AD_iCubacSTWhvoL1cjcBvw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: NASW Public Relations Manager Greg Wright said the same thing after watching the film! #MacroSW https://t.co/P3IB8saYre

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: We are not afraid to tell our stories so abusers' manipulation hopefully will lose its grip. #MacroSw #MeToo

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
A2. 8 Reasons Not to Call Your Child's Genitals Pet Names https://t.co/LzPRHJnDrA via @swhelpercom #macrosw

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @nasw: A2 We recommend you read this @nasw Help Starts Here article on pedophilia by Michael Ian Rothenberg, PhD, LCSW for more this...

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: @TheTaleMovie is a powerful film that shows how a survivor processes child sexual abuse, later in life. How can we e

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaraKay1710: @karenzgoda @TheTaleMovie #MacroSW Q2 withdrawal from family life with siblings and friends

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @spcummings: @MarshAlesia #macrosw A good summary on that here: Critics Accuse a Movie of Grooming Kids for Sexual Abuse. They a Po...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: https://t.co/RlxwL3bGrh #macrosw

NASW @nasw
A3 One role of social workers is to advocate for survivors of sexual abuse and help them find justice #MacroSW

Bill Gilbert @wcgilbert66
RT @nasw: A1 If your child comes to you saying they were abused sexually don't ignore what they are saying. Believe them! https://t.co/g93p

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: We are not afraid to tell our stories so abusers' manipulation hopefully will lose its grip. #MacroSw #MeToo
SaraKay Smullens @SaraKay1710

#MacroSW appreciate all of the feedback and sharing with you. hope to see you at upcoming @NASWconference in June.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @nasw: A3 One role of social workers is to advocate for survivors of sexual abuse and help them find justice #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @swhelpercom: A2. 8 Reasons Not to Call Your Child’s Genitals Pet Names https://t.co/LzPRHJnDrA via @swhelpercom #macrosw

Wendybeth @wendybeth_8

RT @nasw: A3 One role of social workers is to advocate for survivors of sexual abuse and help them find justice #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @SaraKay1710: #MacroSW appreciate all of the feedback and sharing with you. hope to see you at upcoming @NASWconference in June.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @MarshAlesia: https://t.co/RlrxL3bGrh #macrosw

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

RT @nasw: Good evening all. @nasw is honored to support this important film and help get out the word about The Tale to the wider social wo...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @spcummings: @MarshAlesia #macrosw A good summary on that here: Critics Accuse a Movie of Grooming Kids for Sexual Abuse. They a Po...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia

@karenzgoda I kno. #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

👉👉👉👉👉👉👉👉👉 #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/MLRXd57Wm2

NASW @nasw

A3 One thing social workers can do is help survivors of sexual abuse get justice and on the macro level support legislation and regulations that prevent abuse and help victims. Read what @nasw is doing: https://t.co/eWKFSkuJrP #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @swhelpercom: A2. 8 Reasons Not to Call Your Child’s Genitals Pet Names https://t.co/LzPRHJnDrA via @swhelpercom #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

RT @nasw: A3 One role of social workers is to advocate for survivors of sexual abuse and help them find justice #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder

A3- it’s unfortunate to say this, however, expecting that more people have experienced trauma than not is an empowering way to begin... being gentle and understanding when people are in pain can be very empowering. #MacroSW @OfficialMacroSW #TheTale

Stephen Cummings @spcummings

RT @karenzgoda: 👉👉👉👉👉👉👉👉👉 #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/MLRXd57Wm2
Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
I don't think we should conflate sexual abuse and assault with sexual harassment. Many people tend to look at these things and the same ins of on a spectrum. #macrosw https://t.co/h44aeQb1mb

NASW @nasw
A3 Social workers can play an active role in helping survivors of sexual abuse express their feelings of disillusionment and loss #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@SaraKay1710 We're sending a MSW student to the @nasw conference and will ask her to attend the screening of @TheTaleMovie there! \ you speak? #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SaraKay1710: #MSW appreciate all of the feedback and sharing with you. hope to see you at upcoming @NASWconference in June

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
A3) definitely empower by focusing on their resilience and their ability to be where they are despite their abuse. A strengths based approach is something I've seen be helpful. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A3 Social workers can play an active role in helping survivors of sexual abuse express their feelings of disillusionment and loss…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: I don't think we should conflate sexual abuse and assault with sexual harrassment. Many people tend to look at these thir

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A3- it's unfortunate to say this, however,, expecting that more people have experienced trauma than not is an empowering w

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A3 One thing social workers can do is help survivors of sexual abuse get justice and on the macro level support legislation and r..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A3) definitely empower by focusing on their resilience and their ability to be where they are despite their abuse. A st

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@swhelpercom I'm curious please expand on this thought #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@karenzgoda #macrosw https://t.co/U0vxJeUog4

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Unfortunately I will miss this conference, but going to see A Child's Voice from @NoRestrictions in June! https://t.co/65rQPYgjAL #MacroSW #TheTale https://t.co/LU3db6CyEE

NASW @nasw
A3 Social workers have a unique skill set to help survivors of sexual abuse and exploitation https://t.co/9xjgOWoZg1 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
👉👉👉👉👉MacrosW #TheTale https://t.co/Yz8Dum7jkB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW

RT @nasw: A3 Social workers have a unique skill set to help survivors of sexual abuse and exploitation https://t.co/xjgOWoZg1 #MacroSW

Debbie Asplen Ingraham @DebbieIngraham
RT @MarshAlesia: https://t.co/RlxwL3bGrh #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Unfortunately I will miss this conference, but going to see A Child's Voice from @NoRestrictions in June! https://t.co/65rQ…

Durie @MizDurie
RT @swhelpercom: A2. 8 Reasons Not to Call Your Child's Genitals Pet Names https://t.co/LzPRHJnDrA via @swhelpercom #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: @karenzgoda #macrosw https://t.co/UOvxJeUog4

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
A3) as social workers we need more community collaborations and education on things like ACEs, trauma informed care, and even preventio…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: @swhelpercom I'm curious please expand on this thought #MacroSW

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A3- the moment in the trailer where she is trying to make sense of what happened to her as a child during adulthood ...”trying to figure out why sometimes takes time to unravel, understand & integrate. Patience is paramount w/adult survivors. @OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW #TheTale

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A3- it's unfortunate to say this, however,, expecting that more people have experienced trauma than not is an empowering w…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q4 coming in 1 minute! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A3) as social workers we need more community collaborations and education on things like ACEs, trauma informed an…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A3- the moment in the trailer where she is trying to make sense of what happened to her as a child during adulthood ...”tryi…

Stephanie @breakin_limits
RT @swhelpercom: I don't think we should conflate sexual abuse and assault with sexual harrassment. Many people tend to look at these thing…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3 Social workers can play an active role in helping survivors of sexual abuse express their feelings of disillusionment and loss…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A3) definitely empower by focusing on their resilience and their ability to be where they are despite their abuse. A st…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@nasw Sometimes victims feel justice looks like sending the perp to jail. Unfortunately this is sometimes diffcult & can make victims feel like
cannot move forward #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3 Social workers have a unique skill set to help survivors of sexual abuse and exploitation https://t.co/9xjgOWoZg1 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A3) as social workers we need more community collaborations and education on things like ACEs, trauma informed an...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A3- the moment in the trailer where she is trying to make sense of what happened to her as a child during adulthood ..."tryi...

Janet Russ @Abena_Janet
RT @nasw: A3 Social workers have a unique skill set to help survivors of sexual abuse and exploitation https://t.co/9xjgOWoZg1 #MacroSW

Mark K. MSW, LGSW @MarkAnthonyMSW
As a direct practice SW (therapist) I do a lot of trauma work and it saddens me how many red flags are overlooked by several other profess...due to their lack of knowledge related to trauma. We to engage in discussion with other disciplines and professionals. #MacroSW

Jay E. Korman @twodogsing
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: A3) definitely empower by focusing on their resilience and their ability to be where they are despite their abuse. A st...

Janet Russ @Abena_Janet
RT @nasw: A3 Social workers can play an active role in helping survivors of sexual abuse express their feelings of disillusionment and loss...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarshAlesia: @nasw Sometimes victims feel justice looks like sending the perp to jail. Unfortunately this is sometimes difficult & can...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: As a direct practice SW (therapist) I do a lot of trauma work and it saddens me how many red flags are overlooked t...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: @nasw Sometimes victims feel justice looks like sending the perp to jail. Unfortunately this is sometimes difficult & can...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarkAnthonyMSW: As a direct practice SW (therapist) I do a lot of trauma work and it saddens me how many red flags are overlooked t...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@UBSSW Hello, friend! Just now saw this! :) #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q4: How can social workers help prevent child sexual abuse and help survivors heal? #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @socialworkcom: We're shouting out our #MacroSW partners - @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @spcummings @VilissaThompson @laurelh...

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
Sexual Harassment could mean the photo taken by Al Franken while the young woman was sleeping there was no touching, and it was not a
Sexual Assault and Sex abuse are crimes and there is a spectrum of offenses in between. #macrosw

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SWcareer: 🌐 Best in Mental Health: Agent of Change! https://t.co/Hwd17WP545 H/T @SunyaFolayan @karenzgoda @DrNJonesTSU @thejessicadore...

No Restrictions Entertainment @NoRestrictions
RT @karenzgoda: Unfortunately I will miss this conference, but going to see A Child's Voice from @NoRestrictions in June! https://t.co/65rQ...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@spcummins Good to see you! #macrosw

Karen 🇺🇸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
How Can I Protect My Child From Sexual Assault? via @RAINN https://t.co/l2l8Q4V4o3 #TheTale #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/ftqYEnD...

Karen 🇺🇸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: Sexual Harassment could mean the photo taken by Al Franken while the young woman was sleeping there was no touchi and i...

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A4: Prevention comes primarily in two forms- on-going education & drawing vigilant boundaries around safe spaces for children #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
@karenzgoda A4: Provide parent education on signs to look for & age appropriate ed for children #macrosw

Karen 🇺🇸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Preventing and Identifying Child Sexual Abuse - Tips from the American Academy of Pediatrics https://t.co/I2l8Q4V4o3 #TheTale #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
A4 Social workers should address healing in a holistic way. They should address the spiritual side of pain and healing as well as the psychoso aspects of the trauma. #MacroSW

School Social Work @SocialWorkUTA
RT @nasw: A3 One thing social workers can do is help survivors of sexual abuse get justice and on the macro level support legislation and r..

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
A3. Building Self Esteem In Children is one of the best methods for preventing sexual abuse. https://t.co/aste9kbVeM via @swhelpercom #ma

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q4: How can social workers help prevent child sexual abuse and help survivors heal? #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW

The Tale @TheTellMovie
RT @karenzgoda: How Can I Protect My Child From Sexual Assault? via @RAINN https://t.co/l2l8Q4V4o3 #TheTale #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: Sexual Harassment could mean the photo taken by Al Franken while the young woman was sleeping there was no touchi and i...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A4: Prevention comes primarily in two forms: on-going education & drawing vigilant boundaries around safe spaces for childr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: @karenzgoda A4: Provide parent education on signs to look for & age appropriate ed for children #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: How Can I Protect My Child From Sexual Assault? via @RAINN https://t.co/l2l8Q4V4o3 #TheTale #MacroSW #MacroSW
https://t.co…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A4: Prevention comes primarily in two forms: on-going education & drawing vigilant boundaries around safe spaces for childr

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: @karenzgoda A4: Provide parent education on signs to look for & age appropriate ed for children #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Preventing and Identifying Child Sexual Abuse - Tips from the American Academy of Pediatrics https://t.co/lZ45eccz9X #TheTale

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @SaraKay1710: #MacroSW appreciate all of the feedback and sharing with you. hope to see you at upcoming @NASWconference in Jun

Bill Gilbert @wcgilbert66
RT @nasw: A4 Social workers should address healing in a holistic way. They should address the spiritual side of pain and healing as well as..

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Stages of Sexual Grooming: Recognizing Potentially Predatory Behaviors of Child Molesters https://t.co/MUd0DqdSgk #MacroSW…

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
A3. Giving Space to Adult Victims to Tell their stories will help others understand the dangers of maintaining silence. Breaking the Stigma of C:

Sex Abuse - https://t.co/SyleMAESna #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Preventing Child Sexual Abuse https://t.co/Ru575J1DB8 via @ChildWelfareGov #MacroSW #TheTale

PetaAnneBaker @PA13Baker
RT @swhelpercom: A3. Building Self Esteem In Children is one of the best methods for preventing sexual abuse. https://t.co/aste9kbVeM via @…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A4 Education, of public, on healthy relationships, signs of abuse, keep oneself abreast of best practices, support child bodily autonomy and pr
advocate for policies relaxing time limits on reporting abuse recently remembered as adult https://t.co/bl65Ijpxvq #MacroSW #EBP

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: A4 Social workers should address healing in a holistic way. They should address the spiritual side of pain and healing as well as..

No Restrictions Entertainment @NoRestrictions
@SaraKay1710 @karenzgoda looking forward to meeting you and having you be a part of a very special night. #MacroSW #achildsvoice
#endhumantrafficking https://t.co/qqkHxDZoHs

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: A3. Building Self Esteem In Children is one of the best methods for preventing sexual abuse. https://t.co/aste9kbVeM via @swhelpercom

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @annwilder: A4: Prevention comes primarily in two forms- on-going education & drawing vigilant boundaries around safe spaces for children. https://t.co/f2g2v5cVHm

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @swhelpercom: A3. Giving Space to Adult Victims to Tell their stories will help others understand the dangers of maintaining silence. Br…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Preventing Child Sexual Abuse https://t.co/Ru575J1DB8 via @ChildWelfareGov #MacroSW #TheTale

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
RT @karenzgoda: How Can I Protect My Child From Sexual Assault? via @RAINN https://t.co/i2l8Q4V4o3 #TheTale #MacroSW #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse via @RAINN https://t.co/X2ewsTwaUy #TheTale #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@swhelpercom I agree but I think if you are making progress on one end of the spectrum (sexual harassment) we can chip away at the shame associated with sexual assault and abuse. #MacroSW

Diona @dbideeisme
RT @swhelpercom: A2. How to Protect Your Child Against Sexual Abuse https://t.co/40boJxLRnR via @swhelpercom #macrosow

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Helping a Survivor of Sexual Assault https://t.co/Ue7TryBok0 #MacroSW #TheTale

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Adult Survivors of Child Sexual Abuse via @RAINN https://t.co/X2ewsTwaUy #TheTale #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: @swhelpercom I agree but I think if you are making progress on one end of the spectrum (sexual harassment) we can ch aw…

Casey Bohrman @CaseyBohrman
A4: We need to push back against the “stranger danger” narrative. Yes strangers can be perpetrators, but more often it’s family, friends and pe leading youth activities #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Helping a Survivor of Sexual Assault https://t.co/Ue7TryBok0 #MacroSW #TheTale

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @NoRestrictions: @SaraKay1710 @karenzgoda looking forward to meeting you and having you be a part of a very special night. #MacroS #ach…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @CaseyBohrman: A4: We need to push back against the “stranger danger” narrative. Yes strangers can be perpetrators, but more often it’
Nancy J. Smyth @njsmyth @ellen_mcsweeney Welcome to the #socialwork Twitter community! You'll find many of us under #swtech and #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @swhelpcom: A3. Giving Space to Adult Victims to Tell their stories will help others understand the dangers of maintaining silence. Br…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia @karenzgoda A4: Prevention=talk about it! Educate children from a young age that is when they are vulnerable. Realize abusers are ppl child know. When they disclose get professional help & don’t minimize. Believe what they tell & tell them it is not their fault. Be protective #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @UBSSW: A4 Education, of public, on healthy relationships, signs of abuse, keep oneself abreast of best practices, support child bodily…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @MarshAlesia: @karenzgoda A4: Prevention=talk about it! Educate children from a young age that is when they are vulnerable. Realize a

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker This is SaraKay's earlier article on child sexual abuse @SaraKay1710 https://t.co/3BoeLZwBMr #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @CaseyBohrman: A4: We need to push back against the “stranger danger” narrative. Yes strangers can be perpetrators, but more often it

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @njsmyth: @ellen_mcsweeney Welcome to the #socialwork Twitter community! You'll find many of us under #swtech and #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @newsocialworker: This is SaraKay's earlier article on child sexual abuse @SaraKay1710 https://t.co/3BoeLZwBMr #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan RT @karenzgoda: Child Sexual Abuse: 6 Stages of Grooming https://t.co/2KKtdpDAso #MacroSW #TheTale

NASW @nasw A4 @nasw would also like to use this chat to shout out 2018 Social Worker of the Year Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez, who works to prevent sexual abuse, particularly among marginalized populations such as farm workers & people who are Latinx or LGBTQ https://t.co/w6tT0njLRP #Macro
https://t.co/1qs7SKmCcl

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda @CaseyBohrman Great to see you tonight Casey! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @njsmyth: @ellen_mcsweeney Welcome to the #socialwork Twitter community! You'll find many of us under #swtech and #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda RT @MarshAlesia: @karenzgoda A4: Prevention=talk about it! Educate children from a young age that is when they are vulnerable. Realize a

UB-Social Work @UBSSW RT @nasw: A4 @nasw would also like to use this chat to shout out 2018 Social Worker of the Year Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez, who works to pr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: This is SaraKay's earlier article on child sexual abuse @SaraKay1710 https://t.co/3BoeLzwBMr #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @nasw: A4 @nasw would also like to use this chat to shout out 2018 Social Worker of the Year Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez, who works to pr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A4 @nasw would also like to use this chat to shout out 2018 Social Worker of the Year Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez, who works to pr

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @annwilder: A4: Prevention comes primarily in two forms- on-going education & drawing vigilant boundaries around safe spaces for child-

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
It's the ones closest to us that can do the most danger! #macrosw https://t.co/Yg62CBbCyB

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you for joining our #MacroSW chat w/ @TheTaleMovie! Don't forget to tune into @HBO on Saturday to watch #TheTale, a powerful anc masterfully told story of survival! Sign up for free discussion guides here: https://t.co/pFALDiC6zO

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A4: Helping survivors heal comes through acceptance, support & compassion. Holding space and being patient w/people going through stage integration & healing that often takes place over the course of a lifetime. Even the most modern Tx's take time. #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW Next Week: @profragsdale from #SaturdaySchool will join us to discuss #SoJustProfiling

Emilio Santacruz @EmilioDS19
Thank you all for letting me join the chat & thank you @karenzgoda for hosting this chat. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A4: How can social workers help prevent child sexual abuse and help survivors heal? #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/1tesC09gKG

Kristin B. Frazee @pordnader
Goodnight everyone. Until next time. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
#MacroSW thanks for a great chat tonight https://t.co/mcFq84K6gh

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
See you next week!! #MacroSW https://t.co/cSBylfMiaXr

Charla Cannon Yearwood @CharlaYearwood
RT @SaintAorg: A1: Trauma Informed Care is changing the question from “What's wrong with you?” to “What has happened to you, and how l…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: It's the ones closest to us that can do the most danger! #macrosw https://t.co/Yg62CBbCyB

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
We really appreciate all the resources shared, and the engagement of this difficult topic. Looking forward to @TheTaleMovie Sat. night, 10 pm on @HBO !! Thank you, @karenzgoda, for hosting this #MacroSW chat! And thanks to @nasw @SaraKay1710 Most of all - to Jennifer Fox!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A4: Helping survivors heal comes through acceptance, support & compassion. Holding space and being patient w/people goi th...

NASW @nasw
This was a great chat. We all shared great information, insight and tips. Thanks for your great work #MacroSW! And be sure to watch #TheTal @HBO on 5/26 and meet film writer/director Jennifer Fox at the 2018 NASW National Conference. Good night all!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @EmilioDS19: Thank you all for letting me join the chat & thank you @karenzgoda for hosting this chat. #MacroSW #uclaMSW203C

Ann Wilder, PhD, LCSW @annwilder
A4: Provide a supportive container to help survivors heal. #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/37od3cOavL

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
This book is written by a SWHELPER writer Jayneen Sanders, and I recommend it to help children understand that Some Secrets Should Never Be Kept. https://t.co/JASS4GAHYB #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you for joining our #MacroSW chat w/ @TheTaleMovie! Don't forget to tune into @HBO on Saturday to watch #TheTal p…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@EmilioDS19 Thank you for joining us, hope to see you next week! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight's #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Goodnight everyone. Until next time. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW Next Week: @profragsdale from #SaturdaySchool will join us to discuss #SoJustProfiling

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW thanks for a great chat tonight https://t.co/mcFq84K6gh

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: #MacroSW thanks for a great chat tonight https://t.co/mcFq84K6gh

Social Work Helper @swhelpercom
Thanks everyone for letting me dip in a little late. Until next time! #macrosw
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: We really appreciate all the resources shared, and the engagement of this difficult topic. Looking forward to @TheTaleMovie S

NASW @nasw
RT @UBSSW: We really appreciate all the resources shared, and the engagement of this difficult topic. Looking forward to @TheTaleMovie S

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: This was a great chat. We all shared great information, insight and tips. Thanks for your great work #MacroSW! And be sure to wi

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nasw: This was a great chat. We all shared great information, insight and tips. Thanks for your great work #MacroSW! And be sure to wi

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: A4: Provide a supportive container to help survivors heal. #MacroSW #TheTale #MacroSW https://t.co/37od3cOavL

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: This book is written by a SWHELPER writer Jayneen Sanders, and I recommend it to help children understand that Some Secret...

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Great to see you, Karen. You're an awesome chat host. macrosw https://t.co/yuq6ZNGpJ5

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @swhelpercom: Thanks everyone for letting me dip in a little late. Until next time! #macrosw

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
Thank you @karenzgoda #MacroSW for dedicating this week's chat to #TheTale! Your support and insight from the social work community is v valuable. https://t.co/3VZNqVvWeY

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @TheTaleMovie: Thank you @karenzgoda #MacroSW for dedicating this week's chat to #TheTale! Your support and insight from the social work...

The Tale @TheTaleMovie
RT @UBSSW: We really appreciate all the resources shared, and the engagement of this difficult topic. Looking forward to @TheTaleMovie S

Stephanie @breakin_limits
RT @swhelpercom: It's the ones closest to us that can do the most danger! #macrosw https://t.co/Yg62CBbCyB

No Restrictions Entertainment @NoRestrictions
RT @nasw: A4 @nasw would also like to use this chat to shout out 2018 Social Worker of the Year Kimber Nicoletti-Martinez, who works to pr

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@TheTaleMovie Special thank you to @TheTaleMovie @NASW & @newsocialworker @swhelpercom for making tonight's #MacroSW chat or #TheTale possible and sharing your expertise with us! Definitely watch this film! https://t.co/L6PmcwHHOt

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Great to see you, Karen. You're an awesome chat host. macrosw https://t.co/yuq6ZNGpJ5
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